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cosmic ray observations 

Gaisser, Stanev, Tilav, 2013 - arXiv:1303.3565
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galactic origin below ~108-109 GeV 

spectral features from acceleration 
mechanisms & propagation effects 

source distribution in the Milky Way 
and our neighborhood 

magnetic field properties in galactic 
and local interstellar medium 

anisotropy



high energy cosmic rays 
sidereal anisotropy
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IceCube & IceTop 
observing neutrinos and cosmic rays at South Pole
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IceCube

IceTop
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determination of anisotropy 
arrival direction distribution

raw map of events in equatorial coordinates (α,δ)i  
1 month of data
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determination of anisotropy 
arrival direction distribution

raw map of events in equatorial coordinates (α,δ)i  

reference map of events scrambled over 24hr in   
                        α (or time) within same δ band 
                        → response map to isotropic flux 

Time Scrambling (Alexandreas et al., NIM A 328 (1993) 570) 
Direct Integration (Atkins et al., ApJ 595 (2003) 803)

1 month of data

1 month of data

IceCube local coordinates
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determination of anisotropy 
arrival direction distribution

raw map of events in equatorial coordinates (α,δ)i  

reference map of events scrambled over 24hr in   
                        α (or time) within same δ band 
                        → response map to isotropic flux 

residual map as relative intensity normalized in  
                      each δ band: equal deficit/excess. 
                      → equal deficit/excess contribution

1 month of data

1 month of data

6 years of dataIceCube - Aartsen et al., ApJ 826, 220, 2016
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detector acceptance

direct exp measurement 
+ detector acceptance
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determination of anisotropy 
arrival direction distribution
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determination of anisotropy 
arrival direction distribution

relative intensity

statistical significance
IceCube - Aartsen et al., ApJ 826, 220, 2016

local coordinates

20˚ smoothing

20˚ smoothing
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observing TeV cosmic ray anisotropy 
high statistics but small effects
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understanding experimental biases and compensate , when possible 

determine anisotropy at different energies 

determine anisotropy at different angular scales 

determine anisotropy variations in time 

determine anisotropy at different primary masses 

determine anisotropy with full sky observations



observing cosmic ray anisotropy 
projection biases
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Abbasi et al., ApJ, 746, 33, 2012 equatorial coordinates

δ
α

sky maps show ONLY modulations projected on equatorial plane

ΔN/⟨N⟩ = 7×10-3

declination bands 
independently normalized
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v = 29.8 ± 0.5 km/s

Compton & Getting, Phys. Rev. 47, 817 (1935)
Gleeson, & Axford, Ap&SS, 2, 43 (1968)
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longitude in GSE

IceCube - Aartsen et al., ApJ 826, 220, 2016

a known anisotropy 
Earth’s revolution around the Sun



observing cosmic ray anisotropy 
energy dependency
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observing cosmic ray anisotropy 
energy dependency

14Aartsen et al., ApJ 826, 220 (2016)

energy response

IceCube

IceCube

IceTop

energy of primary CR particle



observing cosmic ray anisotropy 
energy dependency
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Cosmic-Ray Anisotropy with Seven Years of 
Data from IceCube and IceTop  

James Bourbeau1, P. Desiati1, J.C. Díaz-Vélez1, and S. Westerhoff1 

1University of Wisconsin–Madison, Madison, WI 53706, USA  

With data collected over the last seven years, the IceCube Neutrino Observatory at the South Pole has measured both the large- and small-scale anisotropy in the cosmic-ray arrival 
direction distribution with a high level of significance. In addition to the sidereal anisotropy, we have also measured the solar dipole caused by the orbital motion of the Earth around the 
Sun. We present the cosmic-ray anisotropy measurement with a full seven years of data and a systematic study of both the sidereal anisotropy and solar dipole.  

Abstract

• Details about the analysis methods used in this work have been published previously [1, 2, 3]. All sky maps shown here were made using the HEALPix mapping program to pixelize the 
sky into bins of equal solid-angle. Here, we use a pixel size of (0.84o)2 

 (Nside = 64). The maps are top-hat smoothed with a 5o angular radius (each pixel’s value is replaced with the sum 
of all pixels within a 5 radius.).  

• Following [3], we split the in-ice data in nine energy bins according to the number of DOMs hit in the event and the cosine of the reconstructed zenith angle. This results in a sequence 
of maps with increasing median energy, ranging from 13 TeV for the lowest energy bin to 5.4 PeV for the highest energy bin. For the IceTop data, we only use one energy bin with a 
median energy of 1.6 PeV. Figure 1 shows the sky maps in relative intensity for all nine energy bins in equatorial coordinates. The median energy of the data shown in each map is 
indicated in the upper left. The maps clearly show the strong dependence of the anisotropy on energy and the change in the morphology above about 100 TeV, where the sky maps 
now show a wide relative deficit from 30◦- 120◦ in right ascension. The amplitude increases with energy.  

• To illustrate the energy dependence of the phase and the amplitude of the anisotropy, we fit the set of harmonic functions (of the form An cos[n(!-φn)] ) with n ≤ 3 to the projection of 

the two-dimensional relative intensity map in right ascension, where An is the amplitude and φn is the phase of the nth harmonic term. Figure 2 shows the amplitude (left) and phase 
(right) of the dipole moment as a function of energy. The red data point is based on the IceTop data.  

• A possible explanation for the difference could be the different chemical composition of the IceCube and IceTop data sets (see Table 4 in [3]). If the anisotropy is predominantly 
caused by protons, the lighter composition of the IceTop data could lead to a stronger dipole amplitude.  

• Figure 3 shows the one-dimensional projection of the relative intensity in right ascension for each year of data. The yearly data points are placed side by side in time sequence, with 
the different right ascension bins delineated by vertical lines. The shaded areas indicate systematic errors, estimated using the anti-sidereal frame for each year as described in [3]. 
We conclude that the large-scale structure is stable over the data period considered here.  

Introduction
• Over the last few decades, a number of surface and underground experiments have observed a 

statistically significant anisotropy in the arrival direction distribution of cosmic rays in the energy 
range from tens of GeV to tens of PeV. 

• The relative intensity of the large-scale anisotropy (l ≤ 4) is at the level of 10-3, an order of magnitude 
larger than the intensity of the small-scale structure.  

• The amplitude of the anisotropy decreases from 50 TeV to 100 TeV. Above 100 TeV the phase of the 
anisotropy changes and the sky maps now show a wide relative deficit in right ascension with an 
amplitude that increases with energy until at least 5 PeV, where statistics become poor.  

• The results presented here are based on data were taken between May 2009 and May 2016, 
corresponding to 368 billion cosmic-ray events observed by the in-ice component and 196 million 
events observed with IceTop.

Figure 1: Equatorial maps of the relative intensity of the cosmic-ray flux. An angular smoothing 

with 20◦ radius is applied to all maps. Note that the three highest-energy maps have a different 
intensity scale.  

Figure 2: Amplitude (left) and phase (right) of dipole fit to IceCube (blue) and IceTop (red) sky maps for various energy bins. 
Data points indicate the median energy of each energy bin, with error bars showing the 68% containment interval.  

Analysis and Results

Solar Dipole

Figure 3: Projection of relative intensity for all declinations as a function of right ascension for each con- figuration of 
the IceCube detector from IC59 to the fifth year of IC86. The yearly data points are placed side by side in time sequence, 
and the different right ascension bins are delineated by vertical lines. The shaded areas indicate systematic errors, 
calculated using the anti-sidereal frame for each year independently.  

Figure 4: Projection of relative intensity in right ascension for solar and sidereal time. Error 
boxes indicate systematic errors. For the solar frame, the right ascension axis shows the 
difference between the right ascension of the event and the right ascension of the Sun. 

• An important systematic check of the reliability of the anisotropy analysis is the study of the 
solar dipole, i.e., the dipole in the cosmic-ray arrival direction distribution caused by the motion 
of the Earth around the Sun. 

• Note that the Sun is located at 0o and the direction of motion (and thus the dipole maximum) 
is at 270o. The fit of the projection to a dipole results in an amplitude of (2.231 ± 0.031) × 10-4 

and a phase of (267.58 ± 0.78)o. The χ2 -probability of the fit is 0.45 (χ2 = 21.60 for 23 degrees 
of freedom). The measured amplitude of the projection agrees well with expectations. 

• Currently, we are studying possible seasonal variations of the solar dipole and the sidereal 
anisotropy. Seasonal variations in the solar dipole can manifest themselves as an anisotropy 
in the sidereal frame and vice versa, so this study will help to understand possible systematic 
effects on the amplitude and phase of the sidereal anisotropy.  
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cosmic ray anisotropy depends 
on primary energy 

large scale changes structure 
above 100 TeV 

imaging magnetic effects at 
larger distances with increasing 
energy 

Note: cosmic ray composition 
changes as well vs. energy

IceCube

IceTop

Aartsen et al., ApJ 826, 220 (2016)



observing cosmic ray anisotropy 
dipole component (diffusion?)
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IceCube

Aartsen et al., ApJ 826, 220 (2016)

Ahlers arXiv:1605.06446IceCube
IceTop



observing cosmic ray anisotropy 
CR mass dependency ?
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IceCube IceTop

IceCube IceTop



cosmic ray anisotropy 
energy dependence
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ARGO-YBJ     Bartoli et al. 2015

0.98 TeV
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2.65 TeV
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cosmic ray anisotropy 
energy dependence
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HAWC-300     D. Fiorino (from S. Westerhoff)
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median energy 20 TeVsouthern hemisphere

spherical harmonic analysis

total angular power spectrum
ℓ>3 angular power spectrum

missing 
vertical 
component 
(m = 0)

Aartsen et al., ApJ 826, 220 (2016)

observing cosmic ray anisotropy 
angular structure decomposition



angular power spectrum 
phenomenological fingerprint: physics + biases
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projection biases

FoV biases for mid-latitude observatories

partial sky coverage biases: correlations

difficult to 
correct

can be 
corrected

provide 
full sky

density gradient / homogeneous diffusion?

1σ

2σ

effects of magnetic instabilities / turbulence?
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Tibet-III Amenomori et al. ICRC (2007)

high energy cosmic rays 
small scale anisotropy & spectral anomalies

Milagro Abdo et al. (2008)

relative intensity

statistical significance
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HAWC
BenZvi et al. ICRC (2013) 
Abeysekara et al.   (2014)

ARGO-YBJ
Vernetto et al. (2009) 
Iuppa et al.     (2011) 
Bartoli et al.    (2013)

~10-41-5 TeV

statistical significance

statistical significance
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harder spectrum in region A
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Bartoli et al. (2013)ARGO-YBJ

region 1

region 2

Abdo et al. (2008)Milagro

high energy cosmic rays 
small scale anisotropy & spectral anomalies

HAWC Abeysekara et al. 2014

region A
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cosmic rays anisotropy stability 
AMANDA-IceCube 2000-2015

IceCube - Aartsen et al., ApJ 826, 220, 2016 
              - ICRC 2017

ICRC 2013

median energy ~ 20 TeV



cosmic rays anisotropy stability 
Tibet Array

Tibet Array 2005
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conclusions 
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CR anisotropy as fingerprint on origin and propagation 

CR anisotropy from standard diffusion at large-scale (global) & non-diffusive 
processes (angular structure) 

probe into local environment properties (Local Bubble, LIMF, heliosphere, …) and into 
interstellar turbulence properties 

likely many overlapping phenomena: anisotropy vs. energy, angular structure, time, 
primary particle mass 

overcome experimental limitations 

compensate for limited FoV 

full-sky observations: surface IceCube-HAWC & satellite observations
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discussion topics…
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TeV cosmic ray anisotropy 
discussion topics
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Full sky angular spectrum has two features 
• diffusive (low harmonic components) 
• non-diffusive (high harmonic components) 
• probe into the propagation properties in local magnetic fields? 

Sky map shows correlations with heliospheric features (<100 TV rigidity) 
• probe into the properties of heliosphere at the boundary and tail? 
• is heliosphere’s boundary turbulent or dynamically unstable? 
• TeV CR trajectories become stochastic fast in heliosphere (strong scattering)? 

Global anisotropy telling us about the turbulence properties if ISM? 

Global anisotropy telling us something about direction of LIMF? 

Global anisotropy telling us about the nearest and most recent CR source? 

Small angular scale telling us about magnetic turbulence, heliospheric boundary 
instabilities?


